
ZEON 8, ZEON 10, and 
ZEON 12 winches deliver 
8-, 10- and 12,000 
pound capacities. All 
come with steel rope 
and roller fairlead.

ZEON 8 (100’ of 5/16” wire rope, 
 CE, for international sales)  
PN 89640

ZEON 10 (80’ of 3/8” wire rope,  
 CE, for international sales)  
PN 89650

ZEON 12 (80’ of 3/8” wire rope,  
CE, for International sales)   
PN 89660

Don’t let the ZEON’s good looks fool you. We’ve packed it with the performance features off-roaders said they needed most.  

From a heat-dissipating brake down to an incredibly smooth planetary gear train, the ZEON is ready to hit the trail. Are you?

Convertible control pack 
Lets you mount the control 

pack separately from the winch, 
or keep it attached for an 

integrated look. Your choice.

Fast line speed, low amp draw 
Maximize your winch line speed while you 

minimize the strain on your charging system.

Improved sealing 
Keeps the water, 

muck, slop and crud 
out of your winch. 

IP-68 rated.

Satin-black powder-coated finish 
The black look that attracts 

compliments while it resists corrosion. 

New motor and motor housing 
Hello extra power and 

durability; goodbye loud noise 
and exposed wires.

Stainless steel 
hardware 
Corrosion 
resistance 
runs deep 

in this winch 
construction.

Automatic mechanical brake 
Powerful brake holds the full-
rated load and provides great 

control while winching.

New three-stage planetary gear train 
It’s about as fast and reliable as a gear 
train gets. Plus a new ergonomic easy-

throw clutch lever.

New aluminum drum design 
Large diameter for less wear on the winch rope. 

Includes an integrated rope anchor point for  
easy winch rope replacement.

Contactor control 
Another piece in the 

durability and reliability 
puzzle: built to weather the 

storm for the long run.

ZEON 8-S and ZEON 10-S models  
Include 100’ of 3/8” WARN  
Spydura® synthetic rope,  
a ballistic nylon sliding  
chafe sleeve, heat- 
resistant rope coating,  
and a polished  
aluminum hawse  
fairlead.

ZEON 8-S (CE, for international sales)  
PN 89670

ZEON 10-S (CE, for international sales)  
PN 89680
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Control Pack  
Relocation Kit
Hardware and wiring required to  
mount control box remotely from winch.

PN 89970 (Short kit with mounting bracket) 
PN 89965 (Short kit without bracket) 
PN 89960 (Long kit without bracket)

ZEON Winch Rope Cover
Customize your winch’s look and protect the winch rope with  
this durable cover.

PN 87555 (Slotted design, pictured above) 
PN 89775 (Solid design. See warn.com for photo)

Medium Duty Accessory Kit
Essential gear for getting the most out of your WARN winch. Includes 
snatch block, tree trunk protector, recovery strap, two D-shackles, 
heavyweight denier carry bag, and WARN winching gloves.

PN 88900



Available with steel or WARN® 
Spydura® synthetic rope.

ZEON is a completely new  
winch design, reengineered  

from the ground up.

Convertible control pack  
allows for various winch mounting 

options and looks.

Extreme sealing and corrosion  
resistant finish and fasteners.  

Built for the long haul.

The new WARN® ZEON™ winch changes things–forever. 
Tough enough to tackle anything you will, with a look 
that is advanced, capable and strong. ZEON is a design 
masterpiece that defines the next generation  
of winches from Warn Industries.

Wherever you go, the ZEON winch excels. Muck-busting 
sealing keeps out everything but the good times. Add a 
massive satin-black cast-aluminum housing, hyper-durable 
finish and an efficient new motor and, well, you’ve got a 
workhorse unit you can trust for years to come.

The convertible control pack further separates the ZEON 
from the land of bland. Mount the contactor separately, 
or together with the winch for an integrated look. You’ve 
never seen anything like the WARN ZEON. Neither has 
anyone else.

WARN ZEON. THE NEXT GENERATION OF WINCHES FOR TRUCK AND SUVs


